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Past: 
 Specialized suppliers for most processes: sourcing material, machining, surface 

treatment (anodizing/conversion coating, PT, painting), sub-assembly, assembly 
 Supply chain was a big net of specialized SMEs with few large first-tiers 
 Process control, approvals, documentation by OEM, maybe first-tiers 
 Long and trusted relationships, contacts with familiar people 
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Present: 
 Desire to out-source from OEMs and large first-tiers 
 Narrow down supply chain, more and bigger first- and second-tiers, less SME 
 Suppliers expected to cooperate, merge, become active in a broader field, take 

responsibilites for more aspects (Nadcap, GRAMS, etc.) 
 Very insecure situation: high expectations, no assured volume, no agreements 
 A lot is going on: new concepts, new people, new organisational structures 
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Future: 
 Supply chain will have less, but larger suppliers, more coherent structure 
 OEMs will take less responsibilities. Suppliers have to organize diefferent stages 

of the supply chain independently (more contracts, more certifications) 
 In general an «automotive»-way of business will prevail: bigger volume for better 

prices, short and clear supply chain, leaner processes & production; higher cost-
efficiency, susceptible for more efficient processes; more competitiveness, more 
manager- and lawyer-driven, less technical and engineering;  

 Will it be better? Yes, but not for all. 
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3 paths we currently run: 
 Extended workbench of a 1st Tier (Romanian «Factory in Factory») 
 Strong cooperation with a potential grow candidate to offer broad range 
 Specialization of existing plants/processes 
 
Common to all: 
 Correct approvals, EN9100, Nadcap, only suppliers where inevitable 
 Offer cooperation for unusual/new solutions: TSA, water based paints, etc. 
 Service mentality, reporting, etc. 
 But: not «selling the soul», no risk of ruining our own business 
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BWBs original strengths: 
 Anodizing (CAA & SAA), hard-anodizing 
 Very broad range of galvanic processes 
 
New fields in the last years: 
 TSA anodizing 
 Painting 
 Penetrant Testing 
 Surface treatment of assembled parts/groups:  

sealing of edges, rivet conservation, customer-finish  
painting, correction of damages 

 Machining, measuring, pre- and  
post-process operations  
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The change in the areospace industry is clearly visible.  
 
Adaptation from the suppliers is inevitable. Alternative: absolute leader or 
abandonment of airplane-industry in the mid-term. 
 
The good news: It is possible to succeed! 
 

 

Conclusion 
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Please visit us on: www.bwb-group.com 
Questions? 
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